Adidas reaches labor rights compromise

University chose to maintain relationship with apparel brand instead of terminating contract

BY ANN MARIE JAKUBOWSKI
News Editor

After controversy over labor rights in an Indonesian factory prompted several universities to terminate contracts with adidas, the German apparel giant has reached a settlement regarding unpaid funds owed to laborers.

As of April 8, 10 schools suspended their contracts with adidas at the urging of the United Students Against Sweatshops group, according to a USA TODAY report. The schools included Cornell, Penn State and Georgetown, but not Notre Dame.

In 2005, Notre Dame signed an exclusive 10-year contract with adidas to have the company supply footwear and apparel to the Irish varsity athletic teams. The current contract lasts through the 2013-2014 season, according to a 2005 press release.

A report dated Jan. 18, 2012, from the Worker Rights Consortium (WRC), a labor rights monitoring association said the PT Kizone factory in Tangerang, Indonesia, employed approximately 2,800 people before its closure in April 2011. It produced collegiate licensed apparel for adidas and Nike, and non-collegiate apparel for Dallas Cowboys Merchandising and other brands.

The crisis began in 2010, when PT Kizone “stopped paying mandatory terminal compensation to workers separated from employment,” the report said. In January 2011, the factory owner fled the nation, “precipitating the factory’s eventual closure and leaving no money.

see ADIDAS PAGE 6

Adidas has produced all of Notre Dame’s varsity athletic apparel since 2005. Recent controversy over labor rights prompted 10 universities to suspend their contracts with the company.

Conference talks stem cells

Students and faculty traveled from Notre Dame to Vatican City for the Second International Vatican Adult Stem Cell Conference, called “Regenerative Medicine: A Fundamental Shift in Science and Culture.”

By LESLEY STEVENSON
News Writer

Notre Dame students and faculty traveled to Vatican City to participate in the Second International Vatican Adult Stem Cell Conference, a three-day event for a select group of medical experts, ethicists, students and financial analysts which ran from April 11-13.

The conference, titled “Regenerative Medicine: A Fundamental Shift in Science and Culture,” was intended to promote awareness of adult stem cell research and its potential and implications for the future of medicine. Juniors Rebecca Marton and Kristin Springer and senior Margaret Kennedy attended the event with professor of biological sciences David Hyde and program of liberal studies professor emeritus Phillip Sloan.

The conference talks stem cells.

see CONFERENCE PAGE 7

Fellowship honors Zhang

By REBECCA O’NEIL
News Writer

Last fall, the 2013 NDNano Undergraduate Research Fellowship (NURF) was dedicated to Saint Mary’s sophomore Ziqi Zhang, who died when she was struck by a car near the College’s entrance in October 2012. This spring, Saint Mary’s junior Rachael Bridgman received the fellowship in Zhang’s memory.

Zhang participated in the NURF program during the summer of 2012, and Bridgman said she “hopes” to do her name justice.

“It is a true honor to be able to continue down the path that Ziqi loved, which was research,” Bridgman said. “I am happy to do this summer job in part on her behalf because this is what she would have done this summer. I have heard only wonderful things about her.”

Bridgman said she didn’t know she was under consideration for the fellowship until recipients were announced on April 12.

“I think I was chosen because I am from Saint Mary’s and also have a great deal of passion for the research I am doing,” she said. “I have also shown a lot of dedication to the lab. I have been working there all year and have put in many hours and come in on the weekends as well to do work.”

This grant, offered by the University of Notre Dame Center for Nano Science and Technology, provides Bridgman, a molecular cell biology major, with an opportunity to experience her first paid research position this summer.

“It covers a 10-week research opportunity with [Notre Dame biochemistry professor] Dr. Zach Schultz in his biochemistry lab and weekly seminars.

see FELLOWSHIP PAGE 5
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QUESTION OF THE DAY:
What is your favorite cat video on YouTube?

Brandon Keelean
Senior
Fisher Hall
“Songify — Can’t Hug Every Cat.”

Julie Herder
Senior
Le Mans Hall
“Cat Betrayed His Girlfriend (The original).”

Mackenzie Sain
Senior
Lewis Hall
“Sail Cat Fail.”

Megan Doyle
Senior
Lyons Hall
“All of them.”

Sarah O’Connor
Senior
McGlinn Hall
“Cat in a Shark Suit Riding a Roomba and Chasing a Duck.”

Suzanna Pratt
Senior
Pangborn Hall
“24 Cats That Are So Single Right Now.”
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Corrections

The Observer regards itself as a professional publication and strives for the highest standards of journalism at all times. We do, however, recognize that we will make mistakes. If we have made a mistake, please contact us at (574) 631-4541 so we can correct our error.
Saint Mary’s English professor Frances Hwang will retire from teaching after this year, sor Frances h wang will retire her part-time efforts. writing professor as opposed to the college deserves a full-time in her classes, but she thinks department and the gifted writers improve our writing.” h wang and provides helpful insight to coppinger said the fiction writing has been one of her narrative voice.” hwang said teaching her next publications.” As aspiring writers, Hwang said it is important to remain confident in the face of rejection and to keep reading and writing as much as possible. “All writers have bad days, and sometimes you have to give yourself permission to write badly in order to get anywhere at all,” Hwang said. “‘I’m never going to get into grad school now,’ and when they’re sad, they just focus on this,” Haeffel said. “That’s the person who’s at risk answerable, what’s wrong with me?‘” Haeffel said cognitive vulnerability adversely affects how individuals think about events and personal reflection, not to be confused with the mood of depression. “Give me a time period of your life and at the end of the academic year, six months later. Haeffel found that those who had a roommate with a negative way of thinking about the world caught some of that style and became more negative in their own thinking. At the final sur- vey, those who had their cog- nitive vulnerability adversely influenced were at a significantly greater risk for depression.” This is the first study to show that these can change more easily than those who didn’t. Haeffel said. “In three months, we saw changes in vulner- ability that then actually meant something for future depressive symptoms.” Haeffel emphasized that these findings on the relative malleability of cognitive vulner- ability have implications in treatment of depression. He said those suffering from the disorder could benefit greatly from a treatment such as Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, which focuses on how individuals think about events and themselves. “If people are struggling with depression, we always hear on the news that the best treatments are medication,” Haeffel said. “But this therapy is as ef- fective as medication and it’s time-limited so you don’t have to take it for the rest of your whole life.” It also has a relapse-prevention effect, unlike medication. “You learn the skills and it keeps you safe from depression in the future, which tends to be highly recurrent.”
SO MUCH HAPPENED BEFORE DOROTHY DROPPED IN.

“Broadway’s Biggest Blockbuster.”
- NY Times

Wicked
The Untold Story of the Witches of Oz

MAY 8 – 19
THE MORRIS PERFORMING ARTS CENTER

BEGINS WEDNESDAY
HURRY FOR BEST SEATS

MorrisCenter.org
574-235-9190

Broadway Theatre League of South Bend, Inc.
By MARISSA PIE
News Writer

Bryn Geffert, Amherst College librarian, addressed the currently flawed state of the libraries on campus at the lecture, “Academic Libraries and the Flawed State of the Libraries on Campus.”

Geffert, who previously served as the library director at the United States Military Academy, said he wanted to foster a world where all scholars would be able to access information with only an Internet connection regardless of where they live.

He said typically, a researcher is paid for his or her research and when he sends it off to an institution to get published he relinquishes his rights to the piece. In most cases, his institution buys the work back from the publisher, but Geffert said the author does not see a dime of profit unless he sells an unlimited amount of copies.

“I cannot imagine a more dysfunctional, more in jeopardy state, that academic publishing could be in,” he said.

This is an absolutely perverse model. We could not devise something more preposterous.

And what is the effect? Escalating serials expenditures. Publishers are able to charge whatever prices they want because they have control of the market. The trajectory is absolutely unsustainable, (and) institutions cannot keep up.”

Geffert said three major scientific publishers have almost become monopolized: Elsevier, Springer and Wiley. Because these three companies control so much of the market, they are able to charge authors obscene amounts of money to publish their works, he said.

“Now the result is that libraries must pay more and more each year for publishing, leaving less money for books and material for students,” he said. “Cambridge University Press has eliminated entire series just because there aren’t enough libraries that can afford to buy from them.”

In 1990, libraries were spending 44 percent of their budgets on books, according to Geffert. Last year, that number dwindled to 22 percent because they were forced to spend so much on journal publishing costs. At his library at Amherst, 44 percent of their budgets on journals.

“Im not arguing that there’s a shortage of outlets for publishing,” he said. “Anyone with a manuscript can get it looked at. But my argument is that there is a need for good, quality, non-profit, university presses.”

Geffert said hundreds of third-world countries are suffering from empty bookshelves. Geffert said he believes the current library and publishing system is failing that universal mission associated with universities implied by the word’s Latin root.”

“It’s hard for universities to provide light to their own students, let alone shedding light on the world,” he said. “So what can we do about it? We can accept the status quo and do nothing. Or, we can accept the status quo and work around the edges.

“We can contest the status quo, kicking and screaming and see what happens. Or we can create a new status quo.”

The Public Library of Science (PLOS) has done exactly that, Geffert said. He described PLOS as a series of top quality scientific journals, available online for free. An author must pay a fee to see their work published in this library, but most of the contributors are researchers who are funded by government grants, he said.

He said the main issue is translating this setup to liberal arts colleges like Amherst or Saint Mary’s.

Geffert said he has worked to help Amherst establish a new kind of library and publishing model that would hopefully make literature available to the largest possible audience.

“We have announced everything [faculty members] publish at the College’s press will be available free of charge on the Internet,” he said. “Everyone with Internet can access what is published at Amherst. The reader can download and share it. We have been knocked off our seats with how excited the media is.”

Through college endowment and volunteers, the College would be able to do so without ever realizing a dime for revenue.

“The ultimate dream behind this endeavor is at some point, there is a tipping point at which the savings were so great from not borrowing from other institutions will cover the costs,” he said.

Though he acknowledged his goal was a lofty one, Geffert said he truly believes that if implemented, this system of shared information will change academia.

“I imagine a day where a student in India has the same access to information as a student of a wealthy university as a student in Appalachia. That’s the ultimate dream I think we should be striving towards,” he said.

Contact Marissa Pie at mpie01@ saintmarys.edu
Adidas continued from page 1

“it's always unfortunate when these things happen, but at Notre Dame, we don't force a settlement by canceling contracts...”

Michael Low, director of licensing, said Notre Dame was the first university to adopt a Code of Conduct, which is applied to all of its licensees. Low said the University stayed in contact with adidas during the episode and reviewed reports and recommendations from the WRC and the Fair Labor Association.

“Any time that there is an issue with factory workers and our licensees, we are concerned,” Low said in a phone interview Friday. “In our case, [Notre Dame’s] Code of Conduct doesn’t really address the issue of unpaid severance.”

“This was not an adidas factory, this was a factory that adidas contracted with, and this is a case where the owner of the factory basically left the country overnight and stole the severance funds that he was required to pay by the Indonesian government,” he said. “In talking to adidas, ... we knew that they paid their bills and paid into the severance fund. They did not believe, and our Code supported them in that they were not responsible for the illegal act of a third party.”

Low said adidas considers adidas to be a “worldwide leader” in its efforts to enforce codes of conduct in the factories they contract with.

“It’s always unfortunate when these things happen, but at Notre Dame, we don’t force a settlement by canceling contracts,” he said. “We continue to work through issues with our licensees.”

James Paladino, associate director for business operations at Notre Dame’s Center for Social Concerns, worked on the original formation of the Code of Conduct under former University President Fr. Edward Malloy. He said the University’s approach to issues of social justice focuses more on remediation than shaming.

“Remediation goes along with the rights and responsibilities theme of Catholic Social Teaching,” Paladino said. “If you see an injustice, you shine the light on it. But you also work for positive change rather than just pulling out of the situation.”

Administrators at other universities brought a different approach. Rodney Erickson, president of Pennsylvania State University, sent a letter to the company on March 13 to announce his university’s decision “to suspend the adidas license with Penn State for 60 days, effective immediately.”

“We are confident that adidas’s actions fall short of our expectations for fair, just and humane behavior by licensees toward the laborers that sustain a system from which all of us, particularly our licensees, benefit enormously,” Erickson said in the letter.

The letter stated that if adidas pays its portion of the funds owed to the workers denied compensation within 60 days, the university “will lift [the] suspension and proceed under [the] prior relationship with adidas. However, should adidas fail to do so to the satisfaction of both the Worker Rights Consortium and Penn State ... the university will terminate the license.”

They pointed out that previous experiences with workers’ rights disputes in Latin America emphasize the benefits of remediation over termination.

“We went to El Salvador with a group, and we met with workers who had been laid off. They said, ‘whatever you do, fight for us. Don’t make them pull out,’” he said. “They really wanted to go through remediation. That’s the true piece of justice, making the changes and getting the situation resolved.”

On April 24, adidas announced a solution to the situation in a letter to its university partners, provided by Notre Dame’s associate vice president for auxiliary operations David Hart. The letter said a compromise had been reached to the satisfaction of both adidas and the PT Kizone workers.

“We have been and remain sympathetic to the plight of all former PT Kizone workers,” the letter said. “We have been supportive of the factory workers since we first learned of the factory’s closure and the workers’ hardship.”

“The additional aid comes on top of adidas’s earlier contributions in humanitarian aid, job placement services and advocacy on issues related to workers’ rights,” the letter stated.

When a third party is involved in such a dispute, as it was in the PT Kizone case, Low said the University relies on the reports from the Worker Rights Consortium and the Fair Labor Association to advise courses of action.

“Our expectation is that is the company found to be at fault, they will remedy [the situation] appropriately to satisfy the issue,” Low said. “There’s no issue for us as long as the companies are working in good faith [and] going through remediation.”

The Code qualifies in terms of ethical principles, “Notre Dame Licensees must be committed in the conduct of their business to a set of ethical standards which are not incompatible with those of Notre Dame.”

The Code of Conduct includes honesty, integrity, trustworthiness and “respect for the unique intrinsic value of each human being in its list of ethical standards, according to the document. Paladino said Notre Dame’s Code is unique in its strong emphasis on the dignity of labor, which is another part of Catholic Social Teaching.

William Purcell, associate director of Catholic Social Teaching for the Center for Social Concerns said the compromise “is a victory” for both adidas and the global community.

“The bottom line here is how we can apply Catholic Social Teaching. It only happens in a practical way,” Purcell said.

“You can have all the ideas of solidarity and rights and responsibilities, but how does it get carried out? It’s not just any one thing, but looking at the whole package.”

“We integrate Catholic Social Tradition in all we’re trying to do, including in a practical way using the University’s resources and the resources we engage in our local community and the global community,” he said.

Follow us on Twitter. @ObserverNDSMC

Contact Ann Marie Jakubowski at ajakubowski@nd.edu
Conference
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Center for Zebrafish Research, while Kennedy, a double major in philosophy and accounting, works Notre Dame’s Center for Ethics and Culture.

“The conference was not only scientific, but at least for one of the days it addressed the ethical issues of stem cell research,” Marton said.

Marton explained that one of the conference’s chief goals was to discuss and raise awareness of the distinction between embryonic and adult stem cell research. While embryonic stem cells are taken from human embryos, adult stem cells can be extracted from the very patients needing therapy, meaning the ethical issues regarding destruction of embryos are not a concern.

“i think it’s actually a problem today where people confuse the two,” Marton said. “They sort of set themselves against adult stem cell research where really they probably don’t have anything against adult stem cell research and just don’t realize the difference.

Springer said the difference in the sources of the cells is critical since adult stem cell therapy utilizes a patient’s own cells.

“This gap between science and faith was totally bridged,” Springer said. “You’re not destroying life by any means, you’re using a more organic, natural way to heal a patient … and the Church supports it 100 percent.”

Springer said she wishes the general public could understand the widespread potential for adult stem cells in regenerative medicine.

“Regenerative medicine and adult stem cell therapies — they’re not only going to benefit those in the science field … but I think they’re going to benefit all of us,” Springer said.

Springer and Kennedy both referenced multiple sclerosis patient Roxane Beygi, who spoke at the conference about her diagnosis and treatment with adult stem cell therapy. Beygi was told “she had no chance of recovery,” according to Kennedy. “Basically, she went from completely debilitated — couldn’t walk, had a hard time feeding herself, clothing herself, couldn’t speak, and was really struggling — and then underwent stem cell therapy,” Springer said. “Apart from minor speech things, she was like you and me.”

Although adult stem cell research does not bear the same ethical concerns as embryonic stem cell research, Kennedy said certain medical and ethical issues still need to be considered.

“It has the potential to heal so many people, but at the same time, when is it too much?” Kennedy said. “At what point do we draw the line? If the average human lifespan keeps increasing, it can’t increase exponentially.”

Marton said the Notre Dame students were among 26 student ambassadors invited to attend the conference. Springer said most of the students attend other Catholic universities including Georgetown, Villanova and Loyola.

“I felt very prepared by my education here to understand the talks and the meaning of what was being presented,” Marton said.

Marton, Springer and Kennedy said learning about the potential benefits of adult stem cell research made them hope to continue researching novel therapies or, in Kennedy’s case, to remain familiar with the biotech industry.

“This is actually a reality today,” Kennedy said. “This isn’t some thing that’s conceived of in the future, it really is at the cusp of fundamentally changing medicine today.”

Contact Lesley Stevenson at lsteven1@nd.edu

 Buyers seek ethical clothing

Associated Press

NEW YORK — You can recycle your newspapers, grow your own food and drive a fuel-efficient car. But being socially responsible isn’t so easy when it comes to the clothes you wear.

Take Jason and Alexandra Lawrence of Lyons, Colo. The couple eat locally grown food that doesn’t have to be transported from far-flung states. They fill up their diesel-pow ered Volkswagen and Dodge pickup with vegetable-based oil. They even bring silverware to a nearby coffeehouse to avoid using the shop’s plastic utensils.

But when it comes to making sure that their clothes are made in factories that are safe for workers, the couple fall short.

“Clothing is one of our more challenging practices,” says Jason Lawrence, 35, who mostly buys secondhand. “I don’t want to travel around the world to see where my pants come from.”

Last week’s building collapse in Bangladesh that killed hundreds of clothing factory workers put a spotlight on the sobering fact that people in poor countries often risk their lives working in unsafe factories to make the cheap T-shirts and underwear that Westerners covet.

The disaster, which comes af ter a fire in another Bangladesh factory killed 112 people last November, also highlights something just as troubling for socially conscious shoppers: It’s nearly impossible to make sure the clothes you buy come from factories with safe working conditions.

Very few companies sell clothing that’s so-called “ethically made,” or marketed as being made in factories that maintain safe working conditions. In fact, ethically made clothes make up a tiny fraction of 1 percent of the overall $1 trillion global fashion industry. And with a few exceptions, such as the 250-store clothing chain American Apparel Inc., most aren’t national brands.

It’s even more difficult to figure out if your clothes are made in safe factories if you’re buying from retailers that don’t specifically market their clothes as ethically made. That’s because major chains typically use a complex web of suppliers in countries such as Bangladesh, which often contract business to other factories. That means the retailers themselves don’t always know the origin of clothes when they’re made overseas.
INSIDE COLUMN

Scott Boyle
The Sincere Seeker

“It’s time to leave.” Growing up, I heard these words almost daily as my parents tried to move my brothers and I from school to sporting events to rehearsals. To be frank, the Boyle household was more like an airport than a home during those early years — there was always someone coming and going, save, of course, for the brief layovers to refuel.

Our kitchen was the “control tower,” the command center for the head traffic controllers (my parents) who coordinated complex travel schedules: seven days a week to make sure my brothers and I got where we needed to be. “Refueling” was carefully orchestrated. Too. Water bottles were always being filled and free hands tossed around bananas that had to be eaten quickly in order to make the next practice or rehearsal on-time.

Although both my parents worked full-time jobs, they did their best to manage the ever changing “radar” that may be properly called our calendar. Tuesdays and Thursdays meant school, swim practice and piano lessons. Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays meant school, theater class, baseball and choir. Of course, cancellations, weather and coach/teacher schedules mandated time on weekends and you can imagine everything else. I was enveloped in a busy chaos. Of the few things that stood out, I remember the few moments here and there when we encountered a single day on our campus.

I am a big believer in everything happening for a reason, and I think all of us will be graduating on May 19th, thrown together four years ago for a reason greater than merely choosing Notre Dame. We all had a lot to learn from each other. We shared in each other’s highs and lows, made mistakes and memories together, loved, hated, laughed, cried, slept, studied, failed and succeeded together. Starting in two and a half weeks, we’re going to be seeing a lot less of each other. Make sure to take the time to let those who are important know how much they matter to you.

In May 2010, I sat in my home, Howard Hall, on the phone with that same friend. “What if someday it loses its magic?” I asked.

Thank you, classmates, for keeping the magic alive. When we process into the stadium three Sundays from now, take a moment to look around. Those who are responsible for your first 18 years of life will be in the stands. But those who are responsible for your last four years will be seated all around you. So, you’ll miss the football games, you’ll miss the parties, you’ll miss the campus events and you’ll probably even miss class. But none of that would have meant anything without the people you did it all with. So appreciate them, enjoy the last few moments with them and don’t forget to thank them.

Contact Laura Coletti at lcoletti@nd.edu

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Savor the present moment

Scott Boyle is a graduate of Notre Dame and an intern in the Office of Campus Ministry. He can be reached at sboy26@nd.edu

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

To the class of 2013

Laura Coletti
Sports Writer

On the evening of Aug. 23, 2009, I sat beneath the arches of my new home, Howard Hall. I spoke into my cell phone to my best friend from home: “I already love it here,” I said.

Today, I and roughly 2100 other undergraduate students are watching the days, hours and seconds of our time at Notre Dame tick to a close. It’s the time of your farewell celebration, reflection and contemplation. It is also a time of year to give thanks to families, professors and others who helped to shape our lives over the last four years.

I think a lot of times, one important group goes overlooked during the thank-yous. My mom always taught me to handwrite my thank you notes, but since I cannot possibly pen hundreds of cards over the next two and a half weeks, I’m using the last Inside Column of my Observer career to thank my peers in Notre Dame’s class of 2013.

Lots of things define a college career. Academic success, athletic endeavors, internships and abroad programs, volunteer efforts and scholarly accomplishments are all vital to an enriching college experience. Here’s the thing, though. We all could have done those things somewhere else.

But we didn’t. We did them here and we did them with each other. To me, that is what really sets apart the Notre Dame experience — the incredible, wonderful people we encounter every single day on this campus.

I am a big believer in everything happening for a reason, and I think all of us will be graduating on May 19th, thrown together four years ago for a reason greater than merely choosing Notre Dame. We all had a lot to learn from each other. We shared in each other’s highs and lows, made mistakes and memories together, loved, hated, laughed, cried, slept, studied, failed and succeeded together. Starting in two and a half weeks, we’re going to be seeing a lot less of each other. Make sure to take the time to let those who are important know how much they matter to you.

In May 2010, I sat in my home, Howard Hall, on the phone with that same friend. “What if someday it loses its magic?” I asked.

Thank you, classmates, for keeping the magic alive. When we process into the stadium three Sundays from now, take a moment to look around. Those who are responsible for your first 18 years of life will be in the stands. But those who are responsible for your last four years will be seated all around you. Yes, you’ll miss the football games, you’ll miss the parties, you’ll miss the campus events and you’ll probably even miss class. But none of that would have meant anything without the people you did it all with. So appreciate them, enjoy the last few moments with them and don’t forget to thank them.

Contact Laura Coletti at lcoletti@nd.edu

The views expressed in the Inside Column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
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Flex points: countdown to zero

Matt Miklavic
The Maine Idea

As the flowers bloom and South Bend consumes its two-day quota of good weather, it is with sadness that we look to finals approaching which will bring to a close our year at Notre Dame. With them comes a myriad of questions. “When are my finals?” “Wait, I’m still in that class?” “Where am I storing everything this summer?” “Why does the band still play ‘Rumor Has It’?” And last but certainly not least, “How do I spend the rest of my flex points?”

As a remarkably diverse student body, it should come as no surprise students fall into a wide range of flex point positions. What follows is an attempt to highlight just a few of them.

The planner:

The planner budgeted out his flex points way back in January. While slightly disheartened his balance is $42.05 rather than the planned $43.71, he nevertheless knows exactly what he’s going to be buying, the total of his purchase and very possibly the name of the cashier he’ll be buying it from. He’ll want to correct the cashier for including tax on his purchase, but her casual smile and the prospect of a future SYR will keep him from saying anything. After his last final, he’ll walk to LaFortune, buy something and, despite having bombed the final, smile with great satisfaction that his balance is exactly $0.00.

The mooch:

At some point, the mooch decided they no longer cared. Inspired by their television, they declared it was indeed their money and they wanted it now. Having gone to Au Bon Pain two times a day for the first three months and having ended each night at Reckers, they find themselves without flex points or food, forced to attend random Career Center events in pursuit of free pizza. In drastic cases, the lack of purchasing power has led to these people declaring themselves free from Huddle delicacies such as soap, deodorant and toothpaste as well. Aside from smuggling out gummy worms in their backpacks and North Dining Hall burritos in their pockets (gay in the blue sweatshirt, you know who you are), their appetites are left to the charity of their friends as well as to anyone else who happens to be in line while they beg.

Best intentions:

This student started out as the planner. They thought they had it all figured out. They were on track for another $327.23 or 'nothing'. The point here is to spend money — avoid the quarter dogs. The planner's best laid plans have fallen apart, and they’ve become just another member of the mooch legion.

The Last Supper:

The Last Supper is a special case for those among us who have been, to put it delicately, “asked” to take some time away from school. Incredibly, given the transgressions often responsible for such decisions, the planner’s last laid plans have not been ravaged by the munchies. They have several hundred dollars left to spend, even after buying the ReLife committee lunch in a last-ditch attempt to sway their decision.

So what does one do? Follow Jesus, of course, and participate in a Last Supper. In ceremonious fashion, you assemble a hungry horde and head to LaFortune. Once there, nothing is left unsaid. Even Burger King is allowed. In a race against time before the host’s identification card is deactivated, the group buys anything and everything. Unlike the following student, the point here is to spend money — avoid the quarter dogs.

The quarter dog connoisseur:

The quarter dog connoisseur (Q.D.C.) knows how to stretch a dollar. After coming to the realization they were going to run out of flex points around Easter, they transitioned to quarter dogs to the benefit of their flex points and the detriment of their lifespan. While not quite enjoying the four-month-old hot dogs, they find the taste palatable thanks to the price. That, and a whole lot of ketchup. To make things better, the Q.D.C. can now become part of the “Live Below the Line” movement, living on $1.50 a day. They will soon fashion a Viewpoint arguing the key to curbing malnutrition in the third world lies in quarter dogs.

The State Department will respond they’re trying to help those without food, not kill them.

The freshman:

Occasionally, a freshman will reach May without having developed a full understanding of how flex points work. As a result, they will still have $327.23, to the envy of everyone else. Luckily, this problem tends to work itself out. If their birthday falls toward the end of the year, they’ll just use their flex points to buy mixers and cups for their birthday bash. Their friends will create a seemingly clever dorm party title like “ReggaeFom” or “Katie from Chicago.” Problem solved. Should their birthday not align so perfectly, the upperclassmen in the section will give a helping hand, appropriating the flex points into section funds. The kid that can’t count:

Despite being the star of their freshman finite mathematics class, they cannot subtract to save their life. Occasionally skipping the tens digit has caught up to them as they come up short at Starbucks. To make matters worse, the barista somehow butchered their name on the latte. Realizing they had only $87 to make it through the final six weeks, they sat down with their accounting major friend and were told some nonsense about budgeting. This conversation is a tragic fore-shadowing of a discussion they will have with their parents roughly five months after graduation.

Matt Miklavic is a sophomore studying political science and business from Cape Elizabeth, Maine. He can be reached at mmiklav@nd.edu

The rules of existence in Zahm’s kingdom

Let’s get something straight here. Last week, several co-presidents of Knott Hall deemed it their right to claim a part of Notre Dame campus as the Knott Quadrangle. While this gesture is cute, it is based on the misguided presumption Knott has any authority on campus. While the story of your origins as Flanner Hall was nice to see, I see none of that coolness in the current Knott Hall. You can’t even decide upon one president, so don’t pretend all of the sudden your poorly elected triumvirate can start making statements that affect the rest of campus.

Beyond the uselessness of Knott Hall, there is a larger problem on campus: the idea any dorm has authority on campus. The dorms having any authority on campus. No, one says Sorin College or Duncan Hall. When a former University president says anything, it does not change the fact, however, that Zahm cannot be matched as a dorm. So go ahead, eager responders, and point out Zahm’s faults. Argue each dorm deserves the title Zahm rightfully owns. Argue each dorm does not have as its members, and point out Zahm’s faults. Argue each dorm has a reason for existence, Zahm’s faults.

Keenan will claim it has a reason for existence, Knott will say “We have sweater vests.” Duncan: blazers. St. Edward’s: gentlemen/pretentiousness. O’Neill: “bro-ness.” Stanford: a fire-resistant fortress. Alumni: Wake Week. Morrisey: tower parties. Siegfried: trophies. But the fact is none of this justifies any of these dorms having any authority on campus. No dorm but Zahm is the one everyone loves to hate, the service-minded community that accepts all and everyone as their friends as well as to anyone else who happens to be in line while they beg.

That, and a whole lot of ketchup. To make things better, the Q.D.C. can now become part of the “Live Below the Line” movement, living on $1.50 a day. They will soon fashion a Viewpoint arguing the key to curbing malnutrition in the third world lies in quarter dogs.

Please claim spots on campus as your own, as Knott Hall has done. Just remember when you do, you are staking a claim in Zahm’s kingdom, a privilege we can revoke at will.

Daniel Garinci
senior
Zahm House
April 30

A big thanks to Notre Dame Food Services

As our senior year comes to a close, we just wanted to say an enormous thank you to all of the wonderful people that make South and North Dining Halls such havens of tranquility. From the greeters who always offer a pleasant smile and friendly hello to the lady working pasta stir fry in North Dining Hall (we’re going to miss hearing you ask “and anything else?”) to John and his mechanical chicken on wing night and to all the folks working behind the scenes. You have made our time at Notre Dame something special.

Often, all it takes is a warm greeting to lift someone’s day, and we have experienced that countless times in the dining halls. Plus the suggestions wall is always super funny in South Dining Hall and the food actually tastes great (unlike too many other schools our colleagues may attend).

So, thanks. We love you.

James Baker
senior
Dillon Hall
April 30

Brynee Miller
senior
Panther Hall
April 30
**South by South Bend: Rockin’ Downtown South Bend**

By LIZZY SCHROFF
Scene Writer

Coachella, Bonnaroo, Lollapalooza, Sasquatch!, South by Southest. Any of these names ring a bell? These multi-day music festivals span across the United States from the farms of Manchester, Tenn., to the valley of Indio, Calif., boasting huge crowds and rocking music. But this year, you won’t have to travel farther than downtown South Bend to enjoy a multi-artist music extravaganza. May 3 and May 4 marks the first ever South by South Bend (SxSB) music festival. Organized by residents of the South Bend area, this festival highlights local and traveling bands at a variety of venues in downtown South Bend.

Friday’s schedule features folk rock performances at The Pool on W. Colfax Ave. These include Michigan-based Joshua Barton (who describes his music as “spacey folk tunes”), alternative rock group I AM BAND from Berrien Springs, Mich., and Lauryn Peacock from Philadelphia, Pa. Latin rock will be featured at the Boiler Room (the same location as The Pool), with artists Anival Fausto and Lalo Cura. Indie folk group Coed Pageant from Urbain, Ill. will play at Chickory Café on Jefferson Blvd. The party continues into the night with South Bend locals Dog & Pony at Club LaSalle.

Saturday’s full-day lineup promises tons of artists at the Kizer Mansion on W. Washington Street and The Gridiron between South Bend Chocolate Cafe and DoubleTree Hilton Hotel. The lineup is comprised of folk artist Glad Fanny from Oswego, Ill., Chris Paero from Brooklyn, N.Y., “carp rock” South Bend duo The Butabega, and tons more.

The headlining show will take place at The State on S. Michigan Street on Saturday evening. Tickets can be purchased for $25 on Brown Paper Tickets. Proceeds support the 26 bands performing throughout the weekend. You can also choose to donate your ticket purchase to other community causes, such as the environment, children, and human rights. The show will include experimental-folk-rock group The Soil and The Sun from Grand Rapids, Mich. harpist and songwriter Timbre from Nashville, Tenn., and “afro-psycho-countryprog” (why confine yourself to one genre?) band Infinite Buffalo from South Bend, among others. While the headlining show does require ticket purchase, all of the other venues will be accepting donations from attendees.

Throughout the weekend, you'll be able to choose your desired flavor of music — plugged in or acoustic — depending on the venue. Friday’s show at The Pool, for instance, is the place to be if you are in the mood for the acoustic vibe. The festival presents the perfect occasion to support a burgeoning local and traveling music scene. An opportunity to be a part of South Bend’s very first music festival (this is history making stuff, people!) and experience the musical creations of many talented artists is one that shouldn’t be missed. If you’ve been itching for some culture and some new bands to put on your playlist, look no further than South By South Bend.

For more information on the weekend’s festivities, check out the Facebook event page — SxSB 2013. You can also check out videos and MP3s of the bands playing at the festival. Parking will be free on both the streets and the garages downtown for the events. Rock on and support the music.

Contact Lizzy Schroff at eschro01@saintmarys.edu

---

Coastellla, Bonnaroo, Lollapalooza, Sasquatch!, South by Southest. Any of these names ring a bell? These multi-day music festivals span across the United States from the farms of Manchester, Tenn., to the valley of Indio, Calif., boasting huge crowds and rocking music. But this year, you won’t have to travel farther than downtown South Bend to enjoy a multi-artist music extravaganza. May 3 and May 4 marks the first ever South by South Bend (SxSB) music festival. Organized by residents of the South Bend area, this festival highlights local and traveling bands at a variety of venues in downtown South Bend.

Friday’s schedule features folk rock performances at The Pool on W. Colfax Ave. These include Michigan-based Joshua Barton (who describes his music as “spacey folk tunes”), alternative rock group I AM BAND from Berrien Springs, Mich., and Lauryn Peacock from Philadelphia, Pa. Latin rock will be featured at the Boiler Room (the same location as The Pool), with artists Anival Fausto and Lalo Cura. Indie folk group Coed Pageant from Urbain, Ill. will play at Chickory Café on Jefferson Blvd. The party continues into the night with South Bend locals Dog & Pony at Club LaSalle.

Saturday’s full-day lineup promises tons of artists at the Kizer Mansion on W. Washington Street and The Gridiron between South Bend Chocolate Cafe and DoubleTree Hilton Hotel. The lineup is comprised of folk artist Glad Fanny from Oswego, Ill., Chris Paero from Brooklyn, N.Y., “carp rock” South Bend duo The Butabega, and tons more.

The headlining show will take place at The State on S. Michigan Street on Saturday evening. Tickets can be purchased for $25 on Brown Paper Tickets. Proceeds support the 26 bands performing throughout the weekend. You can also choose to donate your ticket purchase to other community causes, such as the environment, children, and human rights. The show will include experimental-folk-rock group The Soil and The Sun from Grand Rapids, Mich. harpist and songwriter Timbre from Nashville, Tenn., and “afro-psycho-countryprog” (why confine yourself to one genre?) band Infinite Buffalo from South Bend, among others. While the headlining show does require ticket purchase, all of the other venues will be accepting donations from attendees.

Throughout the weekend, you’ll be able to choose your desired flavor of music — plugged in or acoustic — depending on the venue. Friday’s show at The Pool, for instance, is the place to be if you are in the mood for the acoustic vibe. The festival presents the perfect occasion to support a burgeoning local and traveling music scene. An opportunity to be a part of South Bend’s very first music festival (this is history making stuff, people!) and experience the musical creations of many talented artists is one that shouldn’t be missed. If you’ve been itching for some culture and some new bands to put on your playlist, look no further than South By South Bend.

For more information on the weekend’s festivities, check out the Facebook event page — SxSB 2013. You can also check out videos and MP3s of the bands playing at the festival. Parking will be free on both the streets and the garages downtown for the events. Rock on and support the music.

Contact Lizzy Schroff at eschro01@saintmarys.edu
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**South by South Bend: Rockin’ Downtown South Bend**

By TESSA DEMERS
Scene Writer

Long before Dorothy, two young girls meet in the land of Oz. One — born with emerald green skin — is intelligent, fiery, and misunderstood. The other is beautiful, ambitious, and very popular. Wicked tells the story of how these two unlikely friends journey together to become the Wicked Witch of the West and her counterpart, Glinda the Good.

Based on the best-selling 1995 novel by Gregory Maguire, this musical has won 35 major honors, in part, of glinda’s best friends. “I get to play a girly girl and a mean girl,” she said. “It’s fun to be someone you’re not.”

For its script, its music, cast, set, costumes, and of course its message, Wicked is a great show to see when you can be anyone you want to be, even if you only want to be that person for a couple hours and then go back to being yourself. Carroll, for example, plays one of Glinda’s best friends.

“I get to play a girly girl and a mean girl,” she said. “It’s fun to be someone you’re not.”

Carroll also gets work with who’s become a close friend to her over the past eight years: Hayley Podschun, who plays Glinda the Good. Sometimes, it seems, art really does imitate life, and vice versa.
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Long before Dorothy, two young girls meet in the land of Oz. One — born with emerald green skin — is intelligent, fiery, and misunderstood. The other is beautiful, ambitious, and very popular. Wicked tells the story of how these two unlikely friends journey together to become the Wicked Witch of the West and her counterpart, Glinda the Good.

Based on the best-selling 1995 novel by Gregory Maguire, this musical has won 35 major honors, including a Grammy Award and three Tonys. Globally, Wicked has amassed nearly $2.9 billion in ticket sales and has been seen by 36 million people in its 9-year history.

This show is so popular in large part because of its amazing talent, its Tony Award-winning costumes, and its magnificent and captivating score by composer Stephen Schwartz (whose major works also include hit musicals such as Godspell and several Disney movies like Pocahontas and Enchanted). This show also provides a unique take on a “pre-Wizard of Oz” story, incorporating a fantastic message about how it is okay to stephen shwartz (whose major works also include hit musicals such as Godspell and several Disney movies like Pocahontas and Enchanted) to be anyone you want to be, even if you only want to be that person for a couple hours and then go back to being yourself. Carroll, for example, plays one of Glinda’s best friends.

“I get to play a girly girl and a mean girl,” she said. “It’s fun to be someone you’re not.”

Another plus of working in theater is getting to portray a character quite different from yourself. On stage, you can be anyone you want to be, even if you only want to be that person for a couple hours and then go back to being yourself. Carroll, for example, plays one of Glinda’s best friends.

“I get to play a girly girl and a mean girl,” she said. “It’s fun to be someone you’re not.”

Carroll also gets work with who’s become a close friend to her over the past eight years: Hayley Podschun, who plays Glinda the Good. Sometimes, it seems, art really does imitate life, and vice versa.

For its script, its music, cast, set, costumes, and of course its message, Wicked is a great show to see when you have all that extra time during senior week — or to catch with your family over commencement weekend. It’s an experience that you will never forget.

Although the citizens of Oz all wear green, Carroll also gets work with who’s become a close friend to her over the past eight years: Hayley Podschun, who plays Glinda the Good. Sometimes, it seems, art really does imitate life, and vice versa.
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For its script, its music, cast, set, costumes, and of course its message, Wicked is a great show to see when you have all that extra time during senior week — or to catch with your family over commencement weekend. It’s an experience that you will never forget.

Although the citizens of Oz all wear green, Carroll also gets work with who’s become a close friend to her over the past eight years: Hayley Podschun, who plays Glinda the Good. Sometimes, it seems, art really does imitate life, and vice versa.
The supposed Notre Dame references in the 2001 film "Shrek" that students enthusiastically claim to exist, in the face of the facts or reality, may be no more urban legend.

A key part of the myth is that members of the crew of "Shrek" are Notre Dame graduates, and they inserted five Notre Dame allusions into the film.

One, that Notre Dame chemistry professor Graham Lappin is the inspiration for Shrek’s character. Two, Lord Farquaad is named after the Carroll Quad ("far quad") and three, the town of Duloc is named after the full title of the University, Notre Dame du Lac. The fourth reference is that the Duloc castle is modeled after the Hesburgh Library, and the fifth is that there is an outline of Main Building on the back of Shrek’s vest.

Firstly, Professor Lappin denied the connection between Shrek and himself. “Shrek’s character is not based on me at all,” he said. “Mike Myers’ family have west-of-Scotland roots, and he used many of the idiosyncrasies of people from that part of the world (there are many) when he was on SNL. I do not know of any of the idiosyncrasies of people from that part of the world being used in the film.”

Second, Myers himself is a Notre Dame grad who has gone on to work for Dreamworks, and no one connected with Dreamworks has told me I am the inspiration for Shrek.”

The voice of Shrek was originally to be voiced by Saturday Night Live actor Chris Farley, who agreed to do voice work in 1996, but was unable to finish recording before his unexpected death in 1997. Jim Hill, in an article about the production of the film, wrote that Mike Myers agreed to take the role, but asked for the script to be completely reworked. Myers also decided he wanted to re-record all of Shrek’s dialogue with a Scottish accent, after he had already put years’ worth of work into the film.

Despite this evidence, some students still insist Lappin is the inspiration for Shrek, claiming Lappin looks and sounds exactly like Shrek.

The second and third myths would also need the influence of writers. Although the name Farquaad does look and sound like Shrek, the name Farquaad does not resemble the golden dome, at least not to the eyes of the artists who contributed to its spreading. An alumna of Notre Dame who works at Dreamworks Animation told me specifically that no references to her alma mater were intentionally sneaked into the film. Any truth in Notre Dame alums in-
Because it’s the Cup, that’s why

Jack Hefferson
Sports Writer

I’ve been trying for three years to win one of those damned ReckSports champion t-shirts. I already have too many t-shirts to wear, and it usually has some ridiculous design or color scheme on it that would make it a back-of-the-rotation shirt at best. But that shirt represents the one shining moment when you stood on top of the world and defeated all comers to declare yourself as the greatest — or at least more sober than the other broomball squad on the ice.

It’s the same with the Masters. In almost every situation, a green sport jacket is nothing more than an agressive fashion statement or a great $12 find at your local thrift shop. But when it’s emblazoned with the logo of Augusta National Golf Club and presented in Butler Cabinet wood mounts, it’s a little Fraser of those who have faced golf’s greatest test and passed. It’s unique, an icon unto itself and an unmistakable symbol of history and greatness — everything a trophy needs.

And that’s why it’s the second-best trophy in sports.

The Masters green jacket only claims silver on my list of trophies and that’s because of a very special piece of silver in its own right. Because when it comes down to it, a Masters jacket compares to the Stanley Cup.

The Cup was commissioned by Lord Stanley of Preston, Governor General of Canada, in 1892, and has been awarded nearly every year since then to North America’s best hockey club. Its charm is in its history and tradition, which really can be attributed to the fact that a new Cup isn’t made every year, unlike the trophies of America’s other three major leagues.

Admittedly, there is some novelty to having multiple championship trophies in your case. But compared to holding and having your name carved into the Cup that’s been held by Wayne Gretzky, Bobby Orr, Gordie Howe and Lord Stanley himself — that idea is priceless.

The league has differentiated itself by centering its playoffs around the pursuit of the Cup. It’s not the “NHL Playoffs,” it’s the “Stanley Cup Playoffs.” Nobody ever brag for they’ve won 27 Commissioner’s Trophies or a dozen Larry O’Brien Trophies — awarded to the MLB and NBA champions, in the likely case that, like me, you didn’t know.

In fact, for the past several years, the NHL has marketed its playoffs with one simple phrase: “Because it’s the Cup.”

And after a team wins the Cup, the traditions really take hold. Every player takes the Cup for a lap around the ice, then gets a personal day with it during the following year. The Cup has been in parades, fallen through whitewater rapids and often functioned as a morning cereal bowl for a player — each of which only adds to its mystique.

Most frequently though, a player will take the Cup back to his hometown as a win to be shared with everyone that helped him eventually become an NHL champion. Small Canadian towns that wouldn’t miss a beat in an eight-foot blizzard come to a standstill when the Cup comes to town, even the toughest have been reduced to tears at the sight of it. It’s not only tough to touch the trophy, as it is held with specially designated bodyguards, but foolish to even try, as any- one who lifts the Cup without winning it is cursed to never win it.

So I’ll have to stay away from sports’ greatest trophy for the time being, at least until I learn how to skate and win it for real.

In the meantime, I guess I’ll just settle for a ReckSports t-shirt.

Contact Jack Hefferson at wefferson@nd.edu
The views in this Sports Authority are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Write Sports.
Email Mike at jmonaco@nd.edu

NHL

Slumping Bruins, Maple Leafs meet in first round

Associated Press

Forget about the way the Bruins and Maple Leafs stumbled into the playoffs. Pay no attention to how Boston has dominated Toronto in recent seasons.

That’s what both teams will be trying to do when韧以the playoffs Wednesday night for the first time since 1974.

“If things would’ve been going all our way, we would’ve been downplaying it the same way.” Bruins center Patrice Bergeron said Tuesday.

The Bruins missed a chance to finish second in the Eastern Conference by losing seven of their last nine games. The Maple Leafs dropped four of their last six regular-season games and nine of 10 to Boston over the past two seasons. They’ve also lost 11 of their last 13 at TD Garden.

“I’d expect we’re going to get a Boston Bruins team that’s different than the last two weeks of their season and I’d expect we’re going to get a stronger brand of hockey from our club also,” Maple Leafs coach Randy Carlyle said.

Both teams are likely to get key scorers back from upper-body injuries — Nathan Horton for Boston and Tyler Bozak for Toronto. Horton has missed five games and Bozak sat out two.

“I think we’re playing a little bit better. We’re just not scoring,” Horton said. “We get our chances but we didn’t put the teams away and we just gave them a chance to stick around. That’s how they come back and that’s in the past now. We don’t want to think of that.”

The Bruins’ 131 goals were eighth in the conference and they scored only 16 in their last nine games. The Leafs were fifth with 145 goals and now expect Bozak, who had 12 goals and 16 assists this season, to be ready for the opener of Toronto’s first playoff series in nine years.

“When you have a player that takes all the important faceoffs for you, that’s the first place you miss him,” Carlyle said. “Bozie is a real smart hockey player. He knows where to be on the ice. The puck kind of follows him around and his game is one where he does a lot of the little things that aren’t noticed, but you notice them when he’s not there.”

One focal point will be former Bruins player Phil Kessel and Boston’s Tyler Seguin, two top young forwards. Boston traded Kessel to Toronto in September 2009 for three draft choices, two of whom turned out to be first-rounders: Seguin and rookie defenseman Dougie Hamilton. Both have played key roles this season.

In 16 games against Toronto, Seguin has 10 goals and six assists. Kessel has fared much worse against Boston with three goals and six assists in 22 games — and he’s had to endure the jeers of Bruins fans.

“They are obviously going to be loud, probably going to be giving it to Phil a little bit,” Bozak said. “We’re used to that when we go there, but it might be a little bit more upscale this time around.”

Kessel probably will have more problems with a Bruins defense that allowed just 109 goals, second fewest in the East.

But the Maple Leafs became a bit tougher themselves against opposing puck handlers as the season progressed.

“I think they’ve improved a lot really on their forecheck, on the way that they pressure,” Bergeron said. “They really come hard, and they’re in your face, and they’re a pretty physical team. So we’re expecting that.”

Boston missed a chance to be seeded second in the conference when it lost 4-2 to the Ottawa Senators in the regular season finale Sunday. That allowed Montreal to take that spot while the Bruins slipped to fourth. The Maple Leafs earned the fifth seed.

“It doesn’t matter if we finished first or eighth,” Boston goalie Tuukka Rask said. “You make the playoffs, you’re still going to start with a clean sheet. And I think nobody’s even talked about the regular season any- more. We’re focused on the playoffs.”

“Play for Keeps” by B.O.B.

For Personal

How much must I repeat? We only pay for keeps No time-outs, no free throws No refs, no penalties No body checks, no penalties But the drinks are on us If you write it then put up a seat
The Knicks will host it Tuesday. “I would’ve been playing golf today.”

Instead, he was practicing for Game 5. The Knicks will host it Wednesday, their second attempt to close out their first series victory since 2000.

“We want to end it,” leading scorer Carmelo Anthony said. “We came this far, did our job at home first two games, did our job on the road, got one on the road. We’ve got the opportunity to end it here on our home court.”

The Knicks won the first three games, holding the Celtics to an average of 75 points, before Boston broke out — sort of — on Sunday. The Celtics scored 54 points in the first half and led 20 early in the third quarter before their offensive struggles returned, and they were limited to just 30 points in the third and fourth quarters.

“Without a doubt. We have the only way they can get it is by coming out with the same energy they had Sunday. “We missed 18 points the other night and still put ourselves in position to win the ballgame,” Woodson said. “J.R. is a big piece to the puzzle and I hope he’s learned his lesson, and we’ve got to move on with it and he’s got to be ready to go tomorrow night.”

No team has blown a 3-0 lead in the NBA playoffs, so the Knicks remain confident, especially after rallying to take a fourth-quarter lead Sunday. The Celtics would send the series back to Boston for a Game 6 on Friday with a victory, and they know the only way they can get it is by coming out with the same energy they had Sunday.

“If we can’t go in with the same outlook (as Game 4), because I’m pretty sure they’re going to have different schemes on how they’re going to attack the pressure situations and how we came at Melo.”

A strong game from Smith would be the easiest way for the Knicks to address that, but they insist he doesn’t owe them anything one after another being forced to watch Game 4 from the hotel.

“We all owe each other a good game tomorrow,” Woodson said. “It’s not on just J.R.’s head. Everybody’s got to play well to come out of here with a win.”

New York guard J.R. Smith dunks on Boston forward Jeff Green in the Knicks’ 90-76 win in Game 3. Smith was suspended for Game 4, but will return for Game 5.
Washington starting pitcher Stephen Strasburg delivers a pitch during the Nationals’ 3-1 home loss to the Atlanta Braves.

**Associated Press**

ATLANTA — Washington Nationals pitcher Stephen Strasburg may have irritated a nerve in his right arm using an electrical stimulation machine.

The machines are used by athletes to build strength and are attached with adhesive electrodes. Manager Davey Johnson said the device could have been placed too close to a nerve in Strasburg’s pitching arm, leading to discomfort in Monday night’s start against the Atlanta Braves.

Johnson said the Nationals do not expect Strasburg to have continued problems with the irritated nerve but it was too early to determine whether Strasburg will make his next scheduled start Saturday at Pittsburgh. The manager wants to see how the right-hander throws in a bullpen session.

“I think it will settle down by the time he throws his side,” Johnson said Tuesday. “I think Strasburg feels a lot better about it. So do I.”

Strasburg frequently shook his right arm while pitching six innings and allowing two runs in the Nationals’ 3-2 loss Monday night.

Johnson said after the game Strasburg “doesn’t look right to me.” The manager said he was concerned Monday because Strasburg struggled with his control while walking four batters and shook his arm so often between pitches.

“He always does this a little bit, but it was so pronounced yesterday, it really worried me,” Johnson said Tuesday. “But he feels all right about it so I feel all right about it.”

Strasburg insists Monday he is not missing his next start. Johnson saidStrasburg said “You just try to stay loose.”

Strasburg insisted Monday it’s not missing his next start. Johnson said he was not given additional tests Tuesday.

“Strasburg struck out the side in the sixth inning, giving him eight strikeouts for the game.

The right-hander was examined by a doctor after the game but the Nationals said he was not given additional tests Tuesday.
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Strasburg insisted Monday “I'm not missing my next start. I’ll tell you that right now.”

He had lost a career-worst four straight starts before pitching six innings and getting a no-decision Monday night. He is 1-4 with a 3.13 ERA.
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Congratulations!

To the class of 2013. As you consider how you will make a difference in the world, realize that your call may be to serve the world with the Congregation of Holy Cross. How will you know?

Come and See.

We heard a summons to give over our lives in a more explicit way. It was a call to serve all people, believers and unbelievers alike. We would serve them out of our own faith that the Lord had loved us and died for us and risen for us and that He offers us a share in his life, a life more powerful and enduring than any sin or death.

Constitutions of the Congregation of Holy Cross

holycrossvocations.org
Irish set sights on team title at Big East meet

By LAURA COLETTI
Sports Writer

The Irish will travel to Piscataway, N.J., this weekend on the quest for two crowns at the Big East championship meet.

Notre Dame used the majority of the regular-season outdoor meets to build and prepare in order to make sure it peaks during the postseason. Sophomore sprinter Chris Giesting is confident both the men and women are ready to compete to their full potential.

“I think everyone is very prepared for the Big East meet,” Giesting said. “The coaches have worked us all year long to get us ready for this one meet, so we just have to trust our training at this point. We’ve been running hard every meet in different events to get us extra work throughout the year. The regular-season meets are seen as training for the Big East meet because we all compete our best at the conference meet and max out our bodies.”

The Irish expect both sides have the potential to come away from the meet as champions, and a number of athletes seem well positioned to perform well individually. During the indoor season, senior middle distance runner Rebecca Tracy, junior sprinter Michelle Brown, sophomore hurdler Jade Barber and junior sprinter Pat Feeney all won their events. Senior middle distance runners J.P. Malette and Jeremy Rae were both injured during the indoor championships and are looking to make up for that missed opportunity.

In the multi-events, sophomore Carly Loeffel is expected to perform well for the women and senior Ted Glasnow should place well for the men.

“This is the only postseason event that is team-oriented, so Notre Dame’s members are hoping to share success with each other. ‘This is really the big team event for us all year. Winning this is the last big thing we do as a team.’ Giesting said. ‘Anything after this is mainly individual performances as everyone tries to qualify individually for nationals. The coaches have been telling us all week that we have a great shot at winning the meet on both the men’s and women’s side. It will definitely be close but the coaches have emphasized the importance of every single point, because every point matters in this type of meet.’

Connecticut is expected to be the biggest competition for the Irish. On the men’s side, either Notre Dame or UConn has won the conference meet. On the women’s side, UConn placed second in this year’s indoor meet, and will be looking to unseat the Irish in the outdoor rematch. Action will begin this Friday and will continue through Sunday in Piscataway, N.J.

Contact Laura Coletti at lcoletti@nd.edu
The Irish will be able to stay focused before this weekend, though, because their game today against the Broncos is crucial to helping their stock in order to qualify for the NCAA tournament, O’Donnell said. “We haven’t even addressed Louisville yet because we are going day by day and are focused on Western Michigan.” she said.

Game time in Kalamazoo, Mich., this afternoon is 4:00 p.m.

Contact Laura Coletti at lcoletti@nd.edu


**Irish finish last season in Big East**

By CASEY KARNES
Sports Writer

Notre Dame posted its best results in weeks and finished third at the Big East tournament on Watson Course in Orlando, Fla. The Irish shot par for the weekend to accumulate a cumulative score of 864 and trailed only South Florida (858) and St. Johns (862). While round three was the best for the Irish, their round one performance of 288 was enough to give them the lead heading into the second day. A tough second round shattered the momentum from day one, however, when the Irish had trouble in the short game.

Irish coach Jim Kubinski was disappointed by Notre Dame’s 296 score in the second round, but praised his team’s recovery for day three. “We gave away several short putts over the tournament, which ultimately cost us a win,” Kubinski said. “Great job of moving on from a tough day, keeping the confidence high and playing some inspired golf. I thought the guys showed some of that Fighting Irish spirit today.”

Notre Dame’s golfers didn’t merely rebound on day three, they posted their best score of the tournament, 280. Yet even after leading the pack on both day one and three, Notre Dame’s poor round two kept it behind both South Florida and St. Johns. Still, Kubinski was proud of his team’s improved play this week after a subpar season. "The guys did a great job today of something I call trusting aggressively. The most important thing in our game is committing to the shot you’re about to play," Kubinski said. “Our team did a great job of that today. It’s easy to talk about, as we have all season, but doing so is something that was great to see.”

The Irish had success individually as well, placing two golfers in the top five finishers. Freshman Cory Scupider finished in third place — the highest freshman finish ever at Big East tournament according to Kubinski — by shooting a 211, and junior Niall Platt came in fifth with a score of 214. Freshman Zach Toste notched an impressive debut in his first start, tying Irish senior Paul McNamara for 25th place. Junior Andrew Lane rounded out the Irish lineup by finishing in 55th place.

Kubinski said he was impressed with his freshmen golfers’ performances, especially considering the heightened pressure of the Big East tournament. “Our freshmen made this run possible. Cory finishing third is extremely significant. His ceiling is very, very high. I loved the way he handled his emotions today, better than at any point this season,” Kubinski said. “Zach came out pretty amped in round one, lots of adrenaline. He settled in after that. He played as well in round two as today but putted much better today. I’m excited about the next three years for each.”

Despite the Irish improvement in this tournament, they came up just short of the win, ending their season. According to Kubinski, his team has been defined by perseverance all season, and its hard work finally paid off in the Big East tournament. “I’m really proud of our guys. We started the season with a very young team, having graduated 60 percent of our lineup last May,” Kubinski said. “This team kept learning and never lost belief in themselves.”

With the third-place finish in the Big East tournament, the Irish conclude their season.

Contact Casey Karnes at wkarnes@nd.edu

---

**Softball**

Continued from page 29

from this game to prepare for Western Michigan (14-30, 5-11 MAC). “We need to continue to work,” she said. “We can’t let our guard down because in the end, defense wins championships.”

It will be hard for the Irish not to look past the Broncos to Big East rival Louisville this weekend, she said. “Louisville is the climax of the regular season," O'Donnell said. "The winner of this series clinches the conference title." This weekend will also celebrate the senior class, as Sunday’s game will be accompanied by festivities to honor the class of 2013. “As a class we want to leave a legacy as a group who day-in and day-out represented Notre Dame softball in its entirety," O’Donnell said.

The Irish will be able to stay focused before this weekend, though, because their game on Sunday’s game will be accompanied by festivities to honor the senior class, as said. “The winner of this series clinches the conference title.” O’Donnell said. “The winner of this series clinches the conference title.”

The Irish will be able to stay focused before this weekend, though, because their game on Sunday’s game will be accompanied by festivities to honor the senior class, as said. “The winner of this series clinches the conference title.” O’Donnell said. “The winner of this series clinches the conference title.”

**Men’s Golf | Third Place**

Notre Dame’s golfers posted its best results in weeks and finished third at the Big East tournament on Watson Course in Orlando, Fla. The Irish shot par for the weekend to accumulate a cumulative score of 864 and trailed only South Florida (858) and St. Johns (862). While round three was the best for the Irish, their round one performance of 288 was enough to give them the lead heading into the second day. A tough second round shattered the momentum from day one, however, when the Irish had trouble in the short game.

Irish coach Jim Kubinski was disappointed by Notre Dame’s 296 score in the second round, but praised his team’s recovery for day three. “We gave away several short putts over the tournament, which ultimately cost us a win,” Kubinski said. “Great job of moving on from a tough day, keeping the confidence high and playing some inspired golf. I thought the guys showed some of that Fighting Irish spirit today.”

Notre Dame’s golfers didn’t merely rebound on day three, they posted their best score of the tournament, 280. Yet even after leading the pack on both day one and three, Notre Dame’s poor round two kept it behind both South Florida and St. Johns. Still, Kubinski was proud of his team’s improved play this week after a subpar season. “The guys did a great job today of something I call trusting aggressively. The most important thing in our game is committing to the shot you’re about to play,” Kubinski said. “Our team did a great job of that today. It’s easy to talk about, as we have all season, but doing so is something that was great to see.”

The Irish had success individually as well, placing two golfers in the top five finishers. Freshman Cory Scupider finished in third place — the highest freshman finish ever at Big East tournament according to Kubinski — by shooting a 211, and junior Niall Platt came in fifth with a score of 214. Freshman Zach Toste notched an impressive debut in his first start, tying Irish senior Paul McNamara for 25th place. Junior Andrew Lane rounded out the Irish lineup by finishing in 55th place.

Kubinski said he was impressed with his freshmen golfers’ performances, especially considering the heightened pressure of the Big East tournament. “Our freshmen made this run possible. Cory finishing third is extremely significant. His ceiling is very, very high. I loved the way he handled his emotions today, better than at any point this season,” Kubinski said. “Zach came out pretty amped in round one, lots of adrenaline. He settled in after that. He played as well in round two as today but putted much better today. I’m excited about the next three years for each.”

Despite the Irish improvement in this tournament, they came up just short of the win, ending their season. According to Kubinski, his team has been defined by perseverance all season, and its hard work finally paid off in the Big East tournament. “I’m really proud of our guys. We started the season with a very young team, having graduated 60 percent of our lineup last May,” Kubinski said. “This team kept learning and never lost belief in themselves.”

With the third-place finish in the Big East tournament, the Irish conclude their season.

Contact Casey Karnes at wkarnes@nd.edu
The loss prevented the Irish from earning the No. 1 seed in the tournament and instead dropped them to the No. 3 seed, forcing a rematch with No. 2-seed Syracuse. In the other semifinal, tournament host and No. 1-seed Villanova will face No. 4-seed Georgetown.

The Irish defeated the Wildcats (6-7, 5-1) on April 20 and the Hoyas (6-8, 3-3) on April 14. Notre Dame will face the winner of Georgetown and Villanova on Saturday in the Big East championship if it defeats the Orange.

“I hope we have the opportunity to play one of them on [Saturday],” Corrigan said. “We’ve played them both before and both within the last few weeks. So as far as we’re concerned, it’s great to know our preparation will be relatively easy for Saturday if we can get through Thursday.”

Baseball

The Irish face Syracuse at 4:30 p.m. on Thursday in the Big East semifinals. The Big East championship is scheduled for noon Saturday.

Contact Sam Gans at sgans@nd.edu

Syracuse

Continued from page 20

resulted in us playing too much defense and we lost our discipline at that point in trying to create some plays.”

Despite the result, Corrigan said he’s confident and indicated he does not think Saturday’s game tells much about the potential outcome of Thursday’s rematch.

“I’m not worried about [Saturday’s performance],” he said. “It was a poor performance. We’re not used to playing that way but we’re certainly not anticipating playing that way again.”

Baseball

Continued from page 20

well for us.”

After scoring one run in the third, the Chippewas (19-23, 8-10 MAC) kept things close by scoring runs in the fifth and sixth innings off junior reliever Donnie Hissa, making the game 6-3. Freshman right-hander David Hearne took over for Hissa in the sixth and worked his way out of a jam to end the Central Michigan rally.

Senior outfielder Charlie Markson gave Notre Dame an insurance run in the top of the ninth inning to make the score 7-3 before junior closer Dan Slania shut things down in the bottom half to secure the Irish victory.

“I thought we swung the bats well, in particular early,” Aoki said. “I thought overall it was a good effort from us.”

Nobody in the Notre Dame lineup, or the country for that matter, has been hotter than Mancini, who recorded his seventh straight multi-hit game against Central Michigan.

Mancini, who was 3-for-4 Tuesday, was named Big East Player of the Week and the National Collegiate Baseball Writers Association Hitter of the Week on Monday after his weekend performance against Connecticut.

Notre Dame returns to action tonight at home against Eastern Michigan. The original matchup between the Irish and Eagles (20-21, 9-9 MAC) was postponed due to inclement weather on April 10. Eastern Michigan lost two of three against Central Michigan last weekend. Its lineup is led by junior outfielder Sam Ott, whose .352 batting average and 37 RBIs are tops among Eagles hitters.

Sophomore right-hander Matt Ternowchek will start for Notre Dame today. Ternowchek is 4-3 with a 5.03 ERA.

Tonight’s game is Notre Dame’s fifth in sixth days. Aoki stressed the importance of his team continuing to play well despite the demanding schedule.

“We’re down a little bit on pitching right now,” Aoki said. “We need Matt Ternowchek to go out there and pitch well. We’ll sort of piece together the [bullpen] and then go from there … it’s important for us to come out and play at a high level to help keep us moving forward.”

First pitch between the Irish and Eagles is scheduled for 5:35 p.m. at Frank Eck Stadium.

Contact John Sandberg at jsandbe1@nd.edu

“Where Everyone Comes to Play”

Tickets on Sale Now

Call Today! 574-235-9988

Free Transportation to the Cove on Thirsty Thursdays

Bus times and pick-up locations

5:50 & 7:00 - Holy Cross - Main Circle Drive
6:00 & 7:10 - St. Mary’s - O’Laughlin Auditorium
6:10 & 7:20 - Notre Dame - Library
6:20 & 7:30 - Legends at Notre Dame

* Return drop-offs start in beginning of 7th inning

Provided by:

Royal Excursion

SILVERHAWKS.com

South Bend Silver Hawks

THIRSTY THURSDAY
May 2, 7:05 PM

Bus service will continue through the summer.
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**ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE**

1. **ACROSS**
   1. Where some bookstores are located
   2. Chuckle sound
   3. Trash site
   4. Pique
   5. Better than normal
   6. ____ system
   7. Light
   8. **35 Down is**
   9. Silly
   10. **“That’s enough!”**
   11. Hospital fluids
   13. Tater
   14. **Squallable**
   15. Like many canines
   16. **What you may call it?**

2. **DOWN**
   1. A Miss rival
   2. Warlike deity
   3. Cookers for chickens and franks
   4. “One who puts on a show, maybe...”
   5. Summary
   6. Ignore others’ advice
   7. “Holden”
   8. Stocks in great demand
   9. *Pucks* off
   10. 13 long time news initials
   11. Damage
   12. Provider of directions
   13. Parch
   14. They’re unique
   15. Vicissitudes of life, as the inventor named in the circled squares
   16. Concern
   17. Summertime State vacation spot
   18. Pontiac’s tribe

3. **SUDOKU**

   **THE MEPHAM GROUP**

   **Level: 1**

   1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
1 |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   
2 |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   
3 |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   
4 |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   
5 |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   
6 |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   
7 |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   
8 |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   
9 |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   

4. **STUDY DAZE**

   **HIGHLY PUNLICELY** by CHRISTOPHER BRUCKER

5. **CROSSWORD** by WILL SHORTZ

   **HOROSCOPE** by EUGENIA LAST

   **CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY:**
   - Justin Vernon, 32
   - Dianna Agron, 27
   - Kirsten Dunst, 31
   - Johnny Galecki, 38

   **Happy Birthday:**

   - Lower your expectations |
   - Lenny Rago & Patrick Cross

   **JUMBLE** by DAVID HOYT and JEFF KNUREK
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Irish get another shot against ‘Cuse

By SAM GANS
Sports Writer

Occasionally, two college lacrosse teams will face each other twice in a season — once in the regular-season and once in a conference tournament or NCAA tournament game. Rare are the circumstances when the initial meeting and the rematch are separated by less than a week.

But that will be the case when No. 5 Notre Dame faces No. 3 Syracuse in a Big East semifinal Thursday in Villanova, Pa.

The Irish (10-3, 4-2 Big East) will look for revenge against the Orange (11-3, 5-1) after they dropped a 10-4 contest to Syracuse on Saturday at the Konica Minolta Big City Classic in East Rutherford, N.J.

Irish coach Kevin Corrigan said he is glad to have another crack at the Orange so quickly.

“To be honest, I’m excited to have that opportunity,” Corrigan said. “As to the way we played the other day, we’re anxious to get back on the field and get back to playing good, smart, solid lacrosse that we’ve played pretty much all year but did not play last week in New Jersey.”

The then-No. 1 Irish held a 3-1 halftime lead Saturday and were tied 4-4 after three quarters, before Syracuse outscored Notre Dame, 6-0, in the final 15 minutes. Even with the halftime advantage, Corrigan said the Irish played poorly the entire contest, not just the fourth quarter.

“We did not play well the whole game,” he said. “We did some good things defensively, but we’d stop them and then give them the ball back. We’d get down to the offensive end and then turn the ball over. That was just the culmination of four quarters of lacrosse that had gone poorly.”

Bats power fifth-straight win

By JOHN SANDBERG
Sports Writer

Notre Dame took to the road Monday night and continued its winning streak with another solid offensive performance, defeating Central Michigan 7-3.

The Irish (27-16, 7-8 Big East) have now won five straight games and eight of their last nine.

“We all understand how important it is that we keep moving forward and keep playing well,” Notre Dame coach Mik Aoki said. “Coming down to the tail end of the year, every game is critically important for us.”

The Notre Dame offense jumped on Central Michigan starter Jimmy McNamara early. Junior first baseman Trey Mancini opened the second inning with a double off the left field wall and was driven in two batters later on a triple by sophomore designated hitter Phil Mosey. Freshman shortstop Lane Richards brought in Mosey with an RBI of his own, and after two innings, the Irish led 2-0.

In the third inning, the Irish offense kept rolling. Mancini and sophomore outfielder Ryan Bull hit back-to-back RBI singles, and an error on Bull’s hit allowed another Notre Dame run to score, making it 5-0. After McNamara left the game with two outs in the third, Mosey came to the plate and ripped an RBI double, making the score 6-0 after three innings.

Junior right-hander Sean Fitzgerald started and earned the win for Notre Dame, his third of the season. Fitzgerald held the Chippewas to one run over three innings pitched.

“[Fitzgerald] looked a lot better today,” Aoki said. “He had his slider going and he pitched

Notre Dame beats Eastern Michigan

By LAURA COLETTI
Sports Writer

The Irish handled Eastern Michigan on Tuesday 5-3 and now look toward a road tilt against Western Michigan this afternoon.

Notre Dame (38-11, 17-2 Big East) jumped out to an early lead in the first inning and forced the Eagles (15-30-1, 5-12 MAC) into a 2-0 hole in the third. The Eagles responded in the top of the fourth inning, when junior pitcher Laura Winter gave up a solo home run to Western Michigan second baseman Amanda Stanton.

Some small-ball and a single from Irish sophomore designated player Cassidy Whidden scored freshman pinch runner Carly Piccinich from third base to extend the Irish lead to 3-1 in the bottom of the fourth. Notre Dame helped its cause with a solo home run by junior shortstop Chloe Saganowich that made it 4-1. Later that inning, senior first baseman Jackie Bowe laced a double to right center field with two outs and moved to third on a wild pitch. Senior right fielder Kelsey Thornton hit an infield single to score Bowe before the inning ended at 5-1.

Although the Eagles were able to tack on two more runs, the Irish pulled out the win. Senior pitcher Brittany O’Donnell said there was a lot the team was able to take away